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MPI - Concept & Computation 
SDG 1 - TARGET 1.2
“By 2030, reduce at least by half the proportion of men, 
women and children of all ages living in poverty in all its 
dimensions according to national definitions”.
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What does the MPI Measrue Monetary
 Poverty

MDP

100% Deprivations
>K% Deprivations

The higher k , the most deprived HH are captured

Policy Intervention
Governments can use the indicator-specific information 
of MPIs in designing policy interventions to reduce 
poverty.
•This information shows differences between regions, 
age-groups and gender within a country.
•This can improve poor targeting as it identifies the 
most deprived areas in a country and the poorest 
groups.

Monitoring
National MPI helps policymaker in monitoring poverty 
reduction.
•This entails tracking changes in MP over time and 
analyzing statistically significant changes in the levels 
of poverty across a country.

Policy Evaluation
To evaluate policies or social programs aimed at 
reducing poverty.
•Governments can look at the reduction of MPI and its 
components to see if the reductions match the expected 
outcomes with respect to the programs.

Resource Allocation & Targeting
To allocate resources more efficiently.
•Targeting resources to the regions/individuals with the 
highest rates of MP (i.e. Colombia).

Sectoral Coordination
To support the coordination of various social policies 
aiming to eradicate poverty.
As MPI is multi-sectoral, a reduction in MPI requires the 
coordinated action of multiple sectors and ministries
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National Poverty Reduction Strategy and Social Policies

Educati Employ Income

National Multidimensional Povety Index (MPI)
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Indicators Reflecting desired Policy Impact , by Dimension

National Multi-Dimensional Poverty Rate
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Policies will affect the 
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deprivation score and 
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Comparisons of Multi-
Dimensional Poverty 

Rates through time will 
allow policies evaluation
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Identify National 
Priorities

De�ne FW 
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Get Relevant 
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National MPI 
Calculated

Use MAT

How to build a National MPI using the MAT
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Added-Value of the MAT
Optimize Computation Time
Cutting-down the computation time by automating a large part of the computations, in a user-friendly environment, saves time and resources signi�cantly, and introduces a pleasant experience for participants.

Better Involvement of Policy Makers
Results of a national MPI provide a clear picture of how and where people are poor, enabling policymakers to better allocate their resources and possibly targeting those most in need through policy interventions that tackle the many different aspects of
poverty together. In addition, it provides policy makers with a hands-on approach during the process of building a national MPI, which increases involvement and ownership. The tool will be open for  countries to securely upload their national data if needed.

Transparency & Replicability
This tool will allow easy replicability of multidimensional poverty measures which increases the transparency of those measures.

Simulation and Optimization
Run different scenarios either (1) to assess the impact of shocks on the MPI levels or (2) to understand which dimensions  and indicators should be addressed to reach a target MPI

Bench-marking
Inter-country comparison is important, at the regional or sub-regional levels. it helps countries benchmark their interventions to similar economies. 

Temporal Comparisons
Comparison through time allows countries to evaluate the impact of the policy interventions, by comparing base line scenarios with post-intervention survey points.

Pre-requisites
Before exploring the MPI Simulator, independent users should refer to MPI Training modules (conceptual, technical), unless guided by our experts during EGMs. 
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Four Phases of the MAT
01 1.

2.
3.
4.

Phase 1 - MPI Central
National MPI Builder

Backend validation - COMPLETED
Manuals - COMPLETED
Online Modules - ONGOING
Frontend edits - ONGOING

results page / results pop-up / disclaimer

02
1.
2.
3.

Phase 2 - Simulation and Optimization
Now-Casting, Shocks & Optimization

Concept - ONGOING, in parallel with Methodology
Methodology - ONGOING 
Development - PENDING

03
1.
2.

Phase 3 - Country Comparison
Regional MPI Builder
Country Comparison

Concept - READY
Development - PENDING

04 1.
2.
3.

Phase 4 - Time Comparison
MPI Analysis Over Time

Concept - AWAITING Country Studies
Country Studies - ONGOING
Development - PENDING

Country 
Comparison

MPI
Central

Simulation & 
Optimization
Now-Casting, 
Optimization

Time 
Comparison
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DEMO
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https://mat-training.unescwa.org/

